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Gaunt, exhausted and barely able to walk due to a hernia, the 62-year-old
engineer did not believe his al-Qaida-linked captors when they told him he
would finally be freed - until a government negotiator showed up Sunday
morning to escort him away.
NOTE: The reason I've included this is, what if, just what if, our healing
energy was just enough to tip the scales of securing this man's freedom.
In reading the article you will see that everyone was shocked that he was
freed.

See Freed
REVISITING "ALL THE BODIES OF WATER ON THE PLANET"

Total to Date
561
Week to Date
75
(12 days remaining)

I would like to revisit this subject because I think it is so important. I could
also feel during communication with the guides, the importance they
attached to it. Please take note also of what they said about more detail
on this in the future.
"You may also want to create a group including all the bodies of waters on
your planet, such as oceans, rivers, ponds, lakes and streams. By stating
in your intention "all bodies of water on the planet" you cover all of them.
This would be a C&L healing. We realize in the step of sending love to the
"collective consciousness" there may be few people living on bodies of
water, but do not leave this step out.
Think what this could accomplish. Water, as you probably know, is
imprinted and conducts energy extremely easily. You can certainly
imagine the number of imprints that are in this water. Because imprints
hold negative energy, think how this might be affecting the pollution in your
water and streams. Pollution will be covered in more detail in the months
ahead, when you are ready, and the world is ready. Until then, including
bodies of water on your C&L list would be a wonderful start.
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12:00 P.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
Any DPH Practitioner that wishes to sit in on the class again, is welcome to
attend free of charge. This is a good way to review and there is also the
added benefit of being attuned again.

12 MORE DAYS ON TALIBAN-ALQUAIDA HEALINGS
It doesn't seem possible that those 75 days of healings are winding down,
with only 12 days left. For those of you who didn't know, at the beginning
of this project I used my Pendulum and asked what percentage difference
we could make if each one of us could do one healing per day. The answer
came back 10%

Afghanistan
Pakistan

At the end of the 75 days, I will again use my Pendulum and find out what
the actual percentage is at that time. I think this will be very interesting.

Palestine
Israel

At the beginning we hoped each of us could do one healing per day, but
everyone has busy lives and each one of us does what we can.

Lebanon
Syria

When this project is over I would like to start a new one. Each one of you
can have a say in what you would like to choose. We'll make a choice and
then I'll use the Pendulum again to see what % of difference we can make
in a certain number of days. Then we'll figure out the days and go for it!
Besides creating peace in the world, I want these projects to be fun and I
know the guides want these projects to be fun.
So start thinking about some ideas for the next project.
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